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Abstract
Purpose – A major part of knowledge management for knowledge-intensive firms such as professional
service firms is the increasing focus on thought leadership. Despite being a well-known term, it is poorly
defined and analysed in the academic and practitioner literature. The aim of this article is to answer three
questions. First, what is thought leadership? Second, what tensions exist when seeking to create thought
leadership in knowledge-based organisations? Third, what further research is needed about thought
leadership? The authors call for cross-disciplinary and academic–practitioner approaches to
understanding the field of thought leadership.
Design/methodology/approach – The authors review the academic and practitioner literature on
thought leadership to provide a rich oversight of how it is defined and can be understood by separating
inputs, creation processes and outcomes. The authors also draw on qualitative data from 12 in-depth
interviews with senior leaders of professional service firms.
Findings – Through analysing and building on previous understandings of the concept, the authors
redefine thought leadership as follows: ‘‘Knowledge from a trusted, eminent and authoritative source that
is actionable and provides valuable solutions for stakeholders’’. The authors find and explore nine
tensions that developing thought leadership creates and propose a framework for understanding how to
engage with thought leadership at the industry/macro, organisational/meso and individual/micro levels.
The authors propose a research agenda based on testing propositions derived from new theories to
explain thought leadership, including leadership, reducing risk, signalling quality and managing social
networks, as well as examining the suggested ways to resolve different tensions.
Originality/value – To the best of the authors’ knowledge, they are the first to separate out thought
leadership from its inputs, creation processes and outcomes. The authors show new organisational
paradoxes within thought leadership and show how they can play out at different levels of analysis when
implementing a thought leadership strategy. This work on thought leadership is set in a relatively underexplored context for knowledge management researchers, namely, knowledge-intensive professional
service firms.
Keywords Professional service firms, Tensions, Thought leadership, Definitions, Expert knowledge,
Knowledge-intensive firms
Paper type Research paper

Introduction
Thought leadership is a well-known and yet, surprisingly, a poorly understood concept. It
has attracted growing attention from certain knowledge-intensive firms, namely,
professional service firms (PSFs) who are creating large volumes of practitioner material
distributed through magazines, white papers, blogs, podcasts and videos. As demand
grows, 69% of these organisations have a specific head of thought leadership. Indeed, one
survey of 1,200 US businesses reveals that not only are decision-makers spending more
time reading thought leadership year-on-year, but it plays an important part in vetting
organisations and generating opportunities with existing and new clients (Edelman, 2019).
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While individual thought leaders are in plentiful supply, many organisations struggle to
establish their thought leadership approach (Alexander and Badings, 2012). Some suggest
clients are literally drowning in content and far too much of it fails to connect (Leavitt et al.,
2016). Others suggest that many organisations are squandering time, money and effort on
initiatives that do not move the needle in terms of establishing a differentiated brand
identity, deep trust and loyal followership (Alexander and Badings, 2012). As we will show,
the diffuse nature of thought leadership is complicated by the interplay between the
individual, the organisation and the industry context in which it occurs. Problems such as
producing thought leadership is supposedly rare and unique, yet the sheer demand for
thought leadership puts pressure on people and organisations to find ways of delivering
quantity at the expense of quality. In addition, organisations face the challenge of spending
significant time and financial resource on thought leadership that may have little
measurable outcome or impact. Hence, it is not surprising that some scholars and
practitioners consider it as yet another management fad (Hall, 2019; Kellaway, 2007;
Spicer, 2017).
Knowledge-based organisations (KBOs) are a rich context in which to study thought
leadership. PSFs are particularly important from a knowledge management perspective for
thought leadership for several reasons. First, professionals themselves contain the
knowledge from which they generate revenue so their knowledge is highly distributed
throughout the organisation; a phenomenon which is exaggerated by their partnership
structure. This distributes power within the firm and means organisational knowledge
management systems can face partner resistance if they significantly undermine the power
of partners. Second, partly because of the individual nature of the knowledge and partly
because much of the added value of knowledge is tacit, there is little formal organisational
knowledge repository and few tangible ways to manifest and share their expertise. This is
unlike other KBOs, for example engineering, IT and software development or
pharmaceuticals, which have products which act as signals of quality, or sector relevance
and importance. The knowledge-intensive nature of PSFs lends itself to opaque quality
where quality is difficult for non-experts to evaluate (Harvey et al., 2017), meaning firms
need to signal quality in alternative ways such as through reputation (von Nordenflycht,
2010), or as we suggest, through the medium of thought leadership. Third, because of the
unique nature of client needs which require new solutions to be created each time and
service heterogeneity of individuals applying that knowledge, it is less easy to have
standardisation of knowledge practices and readily accessible inventories of knowledge.
As a result and as a context in which to explore knowledge management, thought
leadership becomes more important and relevant for these types of firms where differences
in the nature of knowledge, jurisdictional control and client relationships have implications
on their organisational form (Malhotra and Morris, 2009).
Because thought leadership is about developing and disseminating knowledge, how this
increasingly prevalent form of knowledge management occurs is relevant for knowledge
management scholars. Recent work in the management literature has started to explore
how thought leadership can help leaders become more effective (Kerns, 2019). However,
the challenges consultants face when trying to be management thought leaders (Wright,
2019), as well as the implications of thought leadership in social media on improving
approaches to marketing, brand performance and customer relationships (Magno and
Cassia, 2019), has largely been ignored by knowledge management scholars and related
work on knowledge dissemination (Bertoldi et al., 2018; Flynn et al., 1996; Nguyen et al.,
2019; Le and Lei, 2019; Bican et al., 2017; Ashok et al., 2016; Wu and Hu, 2018; Nguyen
et al., 2019; Gardner, 2015), including within the special issue in the Journal of Knowledge
Management on KBOs (Millar et al., 2016). Moreover, little work has focused on PSFs within
KBOs. Surprisingly, the knowledge management literature has ignored the concept and
phenomenon of thought leadership, which is a problem because if thought leadership is
poorly understood, it is not likely to be managed effectively.
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We approached the topic of thought leadership inductively and asked the following
research questions. First, what is thought leadership? Second, what tensions exist when
seeking to create thought leadership in KBOs? Third, what further research is needed on
thought leadership? In responding to these questions, we contribute to the knowledge
management literature in several ways. First, to understand thought leadership better, we
examine how it applies to a hitherto under-researched sector of KBOs, namely, PSFs which
are a rich context for delineating the problems of developing thought leadership. Second,
we enhance the definition of thought leadership based on a systematic review, and
highlight its inputs, processes and outcomes. This provides greater clarity around the
thought leadership concept by explaining what it is and what it is not, and we provide a
convenient framework for other knowledge management scholars to use. Third, as thought
leadership is a form of creative intellectual property innovation, we draw on the notion of
paradoxical frames for creative and innovation outputs (Andriopoulos and Lewis, 2009;
Calic et al., 2019), to examine the tensions and paradoxes involved in creating thought
leadership. Our industry-level analysis adds to this literature which has previously focused
on organisations and individuals, and identifies a different set of paradoxes. Fourth,
previous work in understanding knowledge management in KBOs has identified several
useful theories, including psychological ownership and procedural and interactive justice,
territoriality (Huo et al., 2016), social media theory (Grant, 2016), trust, connectivity and
interaction issues (Khvatova et al., 2016), spatial/temporal/configurational dispersion and
information processing theory (Chen and Lin, 2016), team absorptive capacity (Lowik et al.,
2016) and social capital theory (Magno and Cassia, 2019). We add further theoretical
richness from perceived risk theory, signalling theory, social network theory and leadership
theories. Fifth, we propose practical ideas for how practitioners can cope with these
tensions through living with the paradox, trading-off options and finding compromising
solutions as well as showing how key criteria, for example originality, reach and audience
type, frequency and marketing objectives, could be used for assessing thought leadership
at different levels: the individual, organisational and industry level. Finally, we present a
future practitioner and academic research agenda which explores practical considerations
and theoretical propositions to motivate both cross-disciplinary and academic–practitioner
understandings of thought leadership.
We begin by providing a brief review of the relevant literatures in knowledge management
and KBO and thought leadership before systematically analysing the current definitions of
thought leadership and explaining our methodology which enabled us to identify the
problems, paradoxes and tensions involved in creating thought leadership. With these in
mind, we then move to discussing theories to explain thought leadership before finally
setting out a wide agenda for further research. We now outline three areas of literature on
which we build, namely, knowledge management in KBOs, thought leadership and
organisational paradoxes.

Literature review
Knowledge-based organisations and knowledge management
KBOs depend on disseminating knowledge to clients as their primary business. Prior
literature has examined a diverse array of KBOs, including contexts which are clearly
knowledge-intensive environments such as research and development (R&D) teams (Huo
et al., 2016), referral mental hospitals (Rohajawati et al., 2016) and information technology
service firms (Ashok et al., 2016), as well as contexts where the knowledge intensity is less
obvious such as an international company’s financial centre (Khvatova et al., 2016), home
insurance firms (Grant, 2016), medium-tech firms (Lowik et al., 2016) and an electronics
company (Kwon and Cho, 2016). A wider survey has included product design, engineering
services, finance and accounting, human resource, IT, knowledge services, legal services,
marketing and sales, R&D and software development (Chen and Lin, 2016). Some work has
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even looked at the educational field as examples of KBOs such as nanotechnology and
social science research (Zalewska-Kurek, 2016), universities, research institutes (Huo et al.,
2016), a business school (Marin et al., 2016) and secondary schools (Chu, 2016).
Within this work, a range of different knowledge management issues have attracted
attention. One set of issues has focused on knowledge management within the
organisation, such as process-competency requirements within knowledge-intensive
processes (Little and Deokar, 2016), how to measure trust as a receptivity force in an intraorganisational knowledge-sharing network (Khvatova et al., 2016), a strategic approach for
making trade-offs between knowledge and risk (Coleman and Casselman, 2016) and
knowledge management strategies for a mental health organisation (Rohajawati et al.,
2016). Further research has explored the relationship between transactive memory systems
and organisational innovation (Kwon and Cho, 2016), organisational design of offshoring
service organisations using an information processing perspective which incorporates the
factors of collaborative information technologies, task commoditisation and global customer
service delivery (Chen and Lin, 2016).
A second collection of studies has examined the role of individuals in knowledge
management. This includes work on why employees hide knowledge and the negative
effects of this activity (Huo et al., 2016), and the use of social media tools for the purposes
of knowledge and information sharing across a supply chain in the UK home insurance
market (Grant, 2016). This body of work has also examined the actions autonomous
knowledge workers perform to implement formalised knowledge strategies as part of an
accreditation process (Marin et al., 2016); how knowledge workers’ improvisation
processes promote both knowledge transfer and protection in knowledge-intensive
organisations through four specific knowledge transfer mechanisms – an experimental
culture, minimal structures, the practice of storytelling and shared mental models, (Krylova
et al., 2016); and how collaboration with different types of users and investments in
knowledge management practices affect radical versus incremental process innovation
differently (Ashok et al., 2016). In addition, there has been further work on how knowledgeintensive teams can develop and enhance their team absorptive capacity (ACAP) level by
exploring whether individual and organisational factors are complements or substitutes for
team ACAP (Lowik et al., 2016), the influence of a principal’s leadership for spearheading
knowledge management in secondary schools (Chu, 2016) and the strategic behaviours of
researchers when producing knowledge in nanotechnology and the social sciences
(Zalewska-Kurek, 2016).
In summary, the work on KBOs has focused on knowledge management issues related to
both dynamics within and beyond the organisation. In doing so, it has tended to focus on
management from the perspective of resolving particular problems. Knowledge
management is presented as something that can be measured, defined and transferred,
placing emphasis on the defined parameters of knowledge. Notwithstanding the prevailing
view of knowledge management, less attention has been given to the more projective and
speculative nature of knowledge creation within KBOs. This is particularly pertinent in the
case of thought leadership, which is the process by which KBOs develop knowledge of
outward influence.

Thought leadership
The term thought leadership became popularised after Joel Kurtman (1998) published his
influential book: Thought Leaders: Insights on the Future of Business, which included
contributions from 12 practitioners and academic gurus aiming to make a revolutionary
contribution to management philosophy. Although sometimes referred to as opinion
leadership (Flynn et al., 1996), which is defined by Rogers and Cartano (1962, p. 435) as
people who exert significant influence over the decision of others, thought leadership is a
form of opinion leadership which involves aspects of novelty and expertise. Some work
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focuses on greater customer engagement and collaboration throughout the entire research
and development process, but especially in the early stages of thought leadership
development (Leavitt et al., 2016). Others have focused on how “thought leadership” and
“content marketing” are different (Bailyn, 2019) and how research-based strategies can
strengthen expertise-driven brands (Frederiksen and Tyreman, 2018). But many provide
practitioner guidelines for effective thought leadership such as not to sell anything except
ideas and focus on one thing at a time (Rasmus, 2012), or focus on developing deep
expertise (Prince and Rogers, 2012) and emphasise on helping others and taking risks
(McKeon, 2009). However, much of this work is from practitioners and is opinion- and
experience-based, as opposed to being grounded in research (McCrimmon, 2005).
For this reason, the role of thought leadership in knowledge management has largely been
overlooked. This is problematic for both empirical and theoretical reasons. Empirically,
thought leadership occupies a significant amount of time, resource and effort among KBOs,
especially in the professional service domain such as law, accounting and management
consulting firms. Yet there are few studies of thought leadership in these context.
Theoretically, the absence of a study of thought leadership is problematic because it means
that the more speculative and tension-fuelled aspects of knowledge management are
under-examined.
Indeed, discussion around knowledge dissemination concepts, including that in the Journal
of Knowledge Management, has focused on the individual; for example, knowledge leaders
(Bertoldi et al., 2018), opinion leaders (Flynn et al., 1996) and multiple levels (Nguyen et al.,
2019) such as determinants of innovation capability (Le and Lei, 2019), open innovation
(Bican et al., 2017), knowledge management and innovation (Ashok et al., 2016; Wu and
Hu, 2018). However, the tensions across these levels has not attracted much attention. Yet it
is the ability to integrate knowledge across these levels that is so crucial to thought
leadership. Thought leadership requires the ability to go beyond a single context to
understand the integrative components of knowledge both within and beyond a single
organisation. Moreover, it often touches on topics that are inherently messy, tension-fuelled
and evade resolution. This is the reason why leadership of thought, as opposed to
management, is so important. This, then gives grounds for thought leadership being an
important theoretic concept for attention by scholars of knowledge management.

Organisational paradoxes
To aid consideration of how knowledge might be understood in such tension-fuelled
contexts, we draw on a lens offered by organisational paradox scholarship which has
identified tension as a strategic mechanism in management (Hahn and Knight, 2019).
Organisational paradoxes “denote persistent contradictions between interdependent
elements” (Schad et al., 2016, p. 6) in organisational life. Often such contradictions are
opposing elements that “seem logical individually but inconsistent and even absurd when
juxtaposed” (Smith and Lewis, 2011, p. 382). However, these opposing elements are
frequently interdependent and linked to each other (Smith and Lewis, 2011). Moreover,
much of the paradox literature agrees that paradoxes must be persistent over time (Cunha
and Clegg, 2018). Organisational paradoxes are, therefore, persistent contradictions
between interdependent elements and where inherent material factors and socially
constructed meaning co-constitute paradox (Hahn and Knight, 2019).
Although we do not seek to contribute to the paradox literature, we use it as a lens to explore
how thought leadership is created and managed. In addition, we draw on the organisational
tensions and paradox literature to present our findings and framework. This follows the work of
others who have used paradox as a lens to explore contributions beyond paradox theory,
such as in the areas of corporate sustainability (Ivory and Brooks, 2018), sustainability and
identity (Carollo, and Guerci, 2018), exporter behaviour (Vendrell-Herrero et al., 2019),
paradoxical leader behaviour in long-term corporate development (Zhang and Han, 2019),
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creativity from paradoxical experiences (Calic et al., 2019) and social enterprises (Hahn and
Knight, 2019). We now seek to follow a similar path for knowledge management and the role of
thought leadership therein.
Having set out our primary literature ideas and approach, we now provide details on the
methodology we deployed to analyse the thought leadership research, and how we defined
a novel perspective for conceptualising thought leadership and identify the tensions of
generating it within PSFs.

Methodology
The research objectives of this paper were explored through two principle sources of data
collection. First, from an extensive literature review of over 50 academic and professional
articles (Baumeister and Leary, 1997; Wong et al., 2013), we focused on re-defining thought
leadership through an analysis of the definitions offered. Literature sources were found
using Google Scholar searches, using the search terms of “thought leadership”,
“management gurus” and “thought leaders”.
Second, the aim of the empirical study was to explore the organisational and individual
issues involved in PSFs engaging in thought leadership. As researching organisational
paradoxes relies on complexity thinking, it does not lend itself to positivist research
approaches (Lewis, 2000). Based on the unexplored nature of the phenomenon and the
limited secondary data, we adopted a qualitative research design and inductive research
approach, and used in-depth interviews. As a result, our second principle source of data
collection was 12 in-depth open-ended interviews with leading in-house practitioners and
consultants.

Sample
We used a purposive sampling approach according to a range of firm sizes, sectors and
specialist knowledge (Miles and Huberman, 1994). For the study, 12 organisations representing
different sized firms in various sectors (law, management consultancy, accounting, finance and
thought leadership consultancies) were chosen to examine any differences in approaches to
thought leadership. All organisations were well established in their industries and have
demonstrated the ability to deploy thought leadership over time. These participants were from a
variety of large or medium-sized PSFs in London. Furthermore, these PSFs were involved in a
variety of thought leadership operations and have dedicated teams and units to understand and
execute the topic. The majority of the firms were categorised as medium-size firms with more
than 50 staff (see Table 1). In addition, through an initial review of the organisational activities, we
Table 1 Interviewee proﬁles

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
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Sector

No.of employees

Position

Legal
Legal
Legal
Accountancy
Accountancy
Accountancy
Property
Architecture
Architecture
Consulting
Consulting
Consulting

2,800
5,000
3,000
260,000
276,000
56,000
14,000
6,000
500
27,000
513,000
25,000

Partner in charge of TL
Head of campaigns
Head of Marketing and Communications
Head of Marketing
Head of UK Markets
Senior Manager
Head of Marketing
Partner
Partner
Head of Communications
Partner
Director of Marketing
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Years of experience

Gender

15
15
18
22
15
11
18
28
23
25
22
30

Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male

noted that each organisation provided differing levels of thought leadership which provided
varying perspectives on their approach to thought leadership initiatives. With each organisation
demonstrating different perspectives on their thought leadership strategies, this presented a rich
and diverse data collection context. Thus, studying different types of PSFs provided an
opportunity to develop a more generalised set of tensions.
As gaining access and interviewing senior professionals is difficult to achieve, we adopted
a key informant methodology for interviewing elite professionals (Mitchell, 1994; Harvey,
2011) which allows such interviewees to tap into a wider knowledge base within their
organisations than other interviewees. This is useful when respondents have high interest in
the study, complete and specialised knowledge and high ranking positions in the
organisation (Mitchell, 1994). The focus of the study was to select the people who were
working on thought leadership issues for large PSFs. Participants had worked for their
organisations for multiple years which was important given the length of time needed to
acquire knowledge to generate thought leadership activity. We used three criteria for
participant selection. First, the participants were senior PSF managers of thought leadership
or experts advising on thought leadership for PSFs. Second, they had at least 15 years of
experience, either managing thought leadership activity or running a consultancy
specialising in advising on it. Third, they had relevant knowledge of thought leadership as it
applies to PSFs and were involved both directly and indirectly with it.
The research focused on interviews with 12 participants from 12 different organisations.
Participants were in full-time employment, were typically head of thought leadership or
partners with thought leadership responsibilities and with an age range of between 40 and
61. As such, participants demonstrated significant levels of experience and relevant
background (see Table 1 for a summary of the interviewee profiles).
Interviewees were selected first through personal contact points of the research team and
using the snowball technique to gain access to more participants from those contact points.
The expertise and professional experience of these participants were already known to the
research team and deemed appropriate for the current study. Second, the relevant and
potential participants were also identified through LinkedIn using advanced search tools,
for example using key words such as “Head of Thought Leadership”, and by searching
through different communities on LinkedIn. Those who agreed to participate in the study
were informed of the purpose of the research and their consent was obtained prior to being
interviewed. Third, convenience played a minor role in the selection process, providing
some ease in gaining access and agreement from these elite participants (Harvey, 2011).

Data collection
The 12 interviews were conducted through a semi-structured format to allow for both static
and dynamic questioning. The questions used were designed to generate qualitative data
on the issues of thought leadership definition; challenges in creating and implementing
thought leadership activities; the people and organisational problems in developing thought
leadership; and measurement concerns about its effectiveness. A semi-structured format
was used to provide a consistent structure for each interview, which was developed to allow
flexibility in the questions as needed, based on participant responses.
The interview questions were sent to the participants in advance and the interviews were
conducted face-to-face or over the telephone. The interviews lasted for around 50 min on
average and ranged from 40 to 120 min. Interviews were recorded for reference and for
transcription and coding purposes. Data were collected over a one-year period and all
interviews were fully recorded using a digital voice recorder. In addition, detailed notes
were taken during each interview to capture notable points for follow-up questions.
Following the analysis of the interview transcripts and notes, several individuals were
selected for follow-up discussions to clarify and validate their responses.
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Data analysis
A grounded theory approach to data analysis (Hussein et al., 2014) seeks to explain and
interpret the connections within the phenomenon. In our case, it was helpful because of its
dynamic approach to theory development, which is suitable for relatively new perspectives
on a research agenda (Suddaby, 2006) such as thought leadership. We assume that
individuals within the firms are actively constructing the reality in which they work because
thought leadership is relatively new and burgeoning (Isabella, 1990). Thought leadership is
also under-researched and under-theorised, and thus grounded theory helped us to
develop a framework based on the data analysis rather than testing previous theories or
hypotheses. This inductive approach to detecting themes enabled us as researchers to
code the data “without trying to fit it into a pre-existing coding frame or the researcher’s
analytic preconceptions” (Braun and Clarke, 2006, p. 83). This ensured that themes arose
from the data and that there were no prior assumptions regarding the number and types of
themes in the data.
Traditional approaches to grounded theory suggest that no a priori knowledge should be
obtained through a literature review or the development of research questions to avoid any
preconceived ideas of the phenomenon. However, for this study, a basic review of literature
was conducted to provide an understanding of prior knowledge management and KBO
research contributions and gaps in framing the boundaries of the study, but not used to
build a theoretical framework other than the use of organisational paradoxes. The adoption
of the levels of analysis – micro, meso and macro – came from the interviews and
secondary data as a way of structuring the kinds of thought leadership that were identified
from the literature and interviews.
The interviews provided rich primary data to learn about the expert key informants’
perceptions, concerns, observations and reactions to thought leadership within PSFs in
general and within their organisations. The interviews and data analysis were
performed simultaneously. After each interview, the data were transcribed and
analysed line-by-line from the transcribed interview (Friese, 2014). As each interview
was completed and transcribed, data analysis involved initial coding of issues and
problems, which provided an understanding of the organisational and individual
environment. Based on the analysis of these codes, subsequent interviews were
conducted to address specific areas that required further investigation. Comparing and
matching codes helped us to determine the main themes that could provide detailed
explanations of the problems involved in thought leadership creation (Hussein et al.,
2014) (e.g. thought leadership effectiveness measures, challenges of getting enough
thought leadership, the substantive nature of thought leadership). During the second
coding round, the common themes emerged from the 12 respondents and the themes
were organised according to the trade-offs or tensions. The tensions were something
that typically at least six interviewees mentioned at least once.
Codes were compared to explore common responses which offered some benefits in
understanding the underlying context and to prevent any mistakes or misinterpretations
(Howitt and Cramer, 2010). To mitigate the possibility of human errors and bias, peer
review and member checks were performed to improve the validity and credibility of the
findings. Peer review involved asking colleagues to review and discuss the results and
then provide feedback on the interpretations generated from the data. Member checks
consisted of bringing the researcher and participants together to confirm the mutual
understanding and interpretation of the data. Through subjective interpretation, data
were analysed to build an understanding of the phenomena within the context of the
study (Carroll and Swatman, 2000). The underlying objective behind the approach was
the development of a framework to organise the data and aid interpretation of thought
leadership within PSFs.
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Results
Revisiting thought leadership
To date, the evidence around defining thought leadership has been mostly anecdotal and
opinion led, stemming largely from practitioner literature (Brenner, 2019; Crestodina, 2020;
Manbitesdog, 2014). To add more academic rigour, we collected different definitions of
thought leadership based on paraphrasing definitions from multiple sources (see Table 2).
Table 2 illustrates the disparate understandings of thought leadership within the existing
academic and practitioner literature. The divergence of definitions of thought leadership is
problematic as it means that multiple concepts are in play. Moreover, some definitions
explicitly mention what thought leadership is not, namely, related to products, services or
lead generation. A survey of 481 marketers by Orbit Media Studios (2020), in partnership
with Mantis Research and SurveyMonkey Audience, highlights that a variety of definitions
also prevail among practitioners. The authors combined the most common answers from
the thought leadership survey (those with 65% agreement) into a single definition for
thought leadership content:
Educational content, produced by an expert or business, that identifies new trends and is
supported by research. It challenges the thinking of the target audience and drives marketing
outcomes (Orbit Media Studios, 2020, np).

Unfortunately, the above definition only serves to highlight two problems we suggest are
conflated with thought leadership, namely, inputs, processes and outcomes, and
combining different levels of analysis.
We argue that many definitions mix up the level of analysis because thought leadership can
be applied to activities at the industry, organisational or individual level. Table 2 shows that
outcomes, as opposed to inputs and process, dominate previous definitions. It also
highlights the key role of thought leadership at all levels is to create outcomes, which we
return to later when discussing measurement. Surprisingly, process, which is the main focus
of our empirical work, is sparsely mentioned in the thought leadership literature. This
approach is consistent with recent work which has made a distinction between thought
leadership as a capability (i.e. thought leadership competence as an input) and thought
leadership as an outcome (i.e. trusted authority recognition as an outcome) (Barry and
Gironda, 2017). What we observe from a level of analysis viewpoint is that individual-level
definitions tend to emphasise expertise and influence; organisational-level definitions tend
to focus on organisational issues such as differentiation, brand and reputation building,
stakeholders and relationship building; and industry-level definitions tend to focus on
originality, big questions and education.
We find that many definitions of thought leadership conflate whether it is an input (the
resources and conditions required to develop it), a process (the mechanisms through which
it can be created and shared) or an outcome (the final form it takes and its effect on end
users). For example, some mention the consequences or outcomes of thought leadership
such as playing a key role in the development and deepening of relationships and
increasing trust or driving change [see Bertoldi et al.’s (2018) work on the ability of
knowledge leaders to change organisational environments] within an industry or society.
Through analysing the different definitions of thought leadership and separating them out
according to inputs, processes and outcomes, we provide more precision (see Figure 1).
For example, from interrogating the literature, we find that inputs to thought leadership are
expertise, research-led, stakeholders, creation of ideas, insightful ideas, creation and
expertise. This creates the groundwork for excellent content (e.g. positioning an
organisation as a leader through producing insightful content) (Bailyn, 2019). Processes
include dissemination, sharing knowledge and building relationships. Such processes
involve presenting content that is salient to stakeholders (Velamuri et al., 2017), which may
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Table 2 Conceptual delineations of deﬁnitions of thought leadership from the academic and practitioner literature
Abridged definition

Key themes

Scale of analysis

Input

Informed opinion leaders and the go-to
people in their field. Trusted sources
who move and inspire people with
innovative ideas and turn ideas into
reality (Brousseau, 2013)
Recognised experts in their field. The
go-to people to get results (Levy, 2014)
People who exert significant influence
on the decision of others (Rogers and
Cartano, 1962)
Pioneer new ideas rather then follow
conventional wisdom. Influence their
areas of expertise and generate
revenue and value for themselves and
their organisations (Tech Target, 2018)
Four content and character attributes:
new ideas, advancing ideas to provoke
new mindsets, an ability to lead and the
capacity to continually enlighten
audiences (Barry and Gironda, 2019)
Creation of ideas that lead to
advantages for businesses (Young,
2013)
Positioning an organisation as a leader
through producing excellent content
(Bailyn, 2019)

Opinion leaders
Trusted source
Influence
Actionable

Individual

Trusted source
Opinion leaders

Influence
Actionable

Expertise
Results
Influence
Decisions

Individual

Expertise

Results

Influence
Expertise
Originality
Revenue

Individual/
organisational

Expertise

Future insights
Original ideas
Trusted authority
Gaining attention

Individual/
organisational

New ideas
Trusted
authority

Leading

Creation of ideas
Dissemination
Providing value
Excellent content
Brand awareness
positioning

Organisational

Creation of
ideas

Dissemination Providing value

Relationship
Confidence

Organisational

Client-centred
Research-led
Originality

Organisational

Entry point into a relationship that gives
people greater confidence in the
organisation (Rasmus, 2012)
Client-centric and research-based
campaign or content with an original
approach or theme (Gulland Padfield,
2019)
A strategy for growth. Organisations
sharing with clients what they are
known for (Llopis, 2014)

Relationship
Sharing knowledge
Reputation-building
Growth
Strategic approach to communication; Strategic
helping organisations to position and
communication
differentiate; and enhance relationships Differentiation
with key stakeholders (Pearce, 2013)
Stakeholder
relationships
Insightful analysis
Increasing visibility of specialised
Visibility
expertise, building brand strength or
Expertise
generating new business. Insightful
Brand building
analysis targeted at key audiences
Key audiences
(Frederiksen and Tyreman, 2018)
Recognised as an authority in selected Authority
areas of specialisation (Prince and
Specialisation
Rogers, 2009)
Outward expression of market
Market leadership
leadership (McKeon, 2009)
Expert content that identifies new
Expert
trends and is supported by research. Research based
It challenges the thinking of the target

Process

Individual

Influence
Decisions
Influence
Revenue
Originality

Organisational

Actionable
strategies
Business
solutions

Brand
awareness
positioning
Excellent
content
Confidence
Relationship
Research-led
Client-centred

Organisational

Originality

Sharing
knowledge

Growth
Relationship
Reputationbuilding
Strategic
Differentiation
communication Stakeholder
relationships

Organisational

Organisational

Outcome

Insightful
analysis
Expertise

Key audiences Visibility
Brand building

Organisational

Authority
Specialisation

Organisational

Market
leadership
Marketing
outcomes
Challenging

Organisational

Researchbased
Expertise

(continued)
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Table 2
Abridged definition

Key themes

audience and drives marketing
outcomes (Crestodina, 2020)
Ideas that educate customers about
prospects and educate them to solve
those without selling
(Leavitt et al., 2016)
Championing new ideas rather than
managing people or helping a group
achieve a goal (McCrimmon, 2005)
Building a relationship with prospects
based on knowledge (Koch, 2009)
Content that answers the biggest
questions on the minds of the target
audience (Brenner, 2019)
Eminence achieved by producing and
delivering superior expertise that
solves significant problems (Buday,
2011)
Advance marketplace of ideas by
positing actionable, commercially
relevant, research-backed viewpoints
(Alexander and Badings, 2012)

Challenging
Marketing outcomes
Introducing new
prospects
Stakeholders
Education
New ideas
Goal achievement

Scale of analysis

Input

Industry

Industry

Process

Outcome

Education

Introducing new
prospects
Stakeholders

Relationship
Knowledge
Big questions
Answers

Industry

Knowledge

Goal
achievement
New ideas
Relationship

Industry

Big questions

Answers

Eminence
Expertise
Problem solving

Industry

Expertise

Eminence
Problem-solving

Advance ideas
Research-led
Actionable
Commercial

Industry

Research-led

Commercial
actionable
Advance ideas

require tailoring the message through different mediums. Outcomes of thought leadership
include results, reputation building, brand awareness, introducing new prospects,
differentiation, visibility, brand building and influence. Finally, when removing considerations of
inputs, processes and outcomes, the core elements of thought leadership from the literature
involves actionable, providing value, solutions, eminence, trusted source and authority.
Perceived value such as content that answers the biggest questions on the minds of the target
audience is a key driver (Brenner, 2019). From this, we develop a revised clearer and cleaner
definition that excludes the various characteristics (inputs, processes and outcomes) and
focuses on core elements of thought leadership (see Figure 1):
Knowledge from a trusted, eminent and authoritative source that is actionable and provides
valuable solutions for stakeholders.

Figure 1

Enhancing a deﬁnition of thought leadership
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Tensions and paradoxes in developing thought leadership
We now explain the tensions and paradoxes in developing thought leadership at three
different levels of analysis (see Table 3), focusing first on tensions at the level of the
individual (micro level), then on tensions at the level of the organisation (meso level) and,
finally, tensions at the level of the industry or sector (macro level).

Individual-/micro-level tensions
Thought leadership should intrigue, challenge and even inspire people already familiar with an
organisation by generating new ideas and pushing boundaries, what Timo Elliott calls “Return
on Interesting” or “Return on Ideas”. Exploration of new knowledge involves “search, variation,
risk taking, experimentation, play, flexibility, discovery, innovation” (March, 1991, p. 71). This
generates new and unsettled knowledge with potentially high but uncertain returns that can be
potentially relevant to several parts of an organisation, though which parts and in what ways is
initially unknown. However, in an article by Andrew Hill (2017) in the Financial Times, he
describes genuine thought leadership as “being swept away by a surfeit of self-serving
surveys”.
In interpreting these micro-level tensions, we draw on the notion of exploration versus
exploitation of knowledge (Sudhir, 2016) and the paradoxes within innovation (Andriopoulos
and Lewis, 2009). We suggest that exploitation, which generates incremental knowledge with
moderate but certain and immediate returns and captures “refinement, choice, production,
efficiency, selection, implementation, execution” (March, 1991, p. 71), is the dominant logic for
thought leadership within KBOs. Our respondents’ observations are echoed in a survey of
legal marketers where 94% complain that partners drive them to produce similar content to
competitors, and four in five complain that their firm is a hostile environment for new ideas.
Even when generated, 83% of accountancy marketers say they struggle to stop ideas being
diluted and three-quarters of chief marketing officers (CMOs) complain that their firm is too
concerned about being seen to be negative or critical to say anything meaningful
(Manbitesdog, 2014). How the two paradoxes of exploration and exploitation are balanced
and managed within organisations (Knight and Harvey, 2015) regarding their thought
leadership is problematic and has led to some individuals becoming trapped in a cycle of
thought followership, copying competitors and releasing content that is already tried, tested
and tired. This raises our first tension:
Individual tension 1. How can individuals balance the risk of thought leadership with the safety of
thought followership so they do not damage their reputation among salient stakeholders?

One effective way to begin generating ideas for thought leadership is to identify all the
questions that stakeholders are asking. To do this, some KBOs use online discussion
forums; for example, the American Express Open Forum, the Mayo Clinic’s site that answers
patient questions, or H&R Block and their selfless approach to answering tax-related
questions. In part, an individual’s level of authority is determined by how well he or she
answers those most important questions that are posed by such audiences. This “give to
get” approach ensures that self-promotion is not placed ahead of the relevance of thought
leadership content to the audience. An alternative is to use existing customer and client
challenges or projects which are gathered as part of the paid work for client organisations.
As one respondent put it, the “new thought leadership” is about the democratisation of
ideas. “Thought is more powerful from within – invite your stakeholders to debate and cocreate”. The solutions created for these challenges then become a resource for developing
thought leadership content. However, because clients act as co-innovators and new
knowledge creators because of their ability to bring industry-specific understanding into the
new knowledge production process (Bettencourt et al., 2002), this means individuals do not
work alone to produce and then deliver solutions for clients (Broschak, 2015; Gallouj and
Weinstein, 1997). Involving clients and client information in the development of thought
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Table 3 Levels of analysis and thought leadership tensions
Level of analysis

Tensions with thought leadership

Individual (micro-level)

Individual tension 1. How can individuals balance the risk of thought
leadership with the safety of thought followership so they do not
damage their reputation among salient stakeholders?
Individual tension 2. How do individuals balance using the thought
leadership derived from client engagement, with the restrictions of
client confidentiality and intellectual property?
Individual tension 3. If thought leadership is supposed to be rare,
how can it become common for individuals to consistently produce?
Organisational tension 1. How can organisations effectively navigate
the tension between promoting “me” and “we”?
Organisational tension 2. How should organisations decide which
and how much thought leadership to commission and co-brand (buyin) versus incentivise employees to develop (buy-out)?
Organisational tension 3. How do organisations weigh up which
outcomes are worth the time and cost of measuring, and how can
they be attributed to thought leadership activities to establish a return
on investment?
Industry tension 1. How do knowledge-based industries navigate
longer term knowledge advancement for wider stakeholder benefit
compared to the narrower and short-term interests of satisfying the
immediate needs of customers and clients?
Industry tension 2. How can knowledge-intensive industries balance
sharing thought leadership with protecting proprietary knowledge?
Industry tension 3. Because tacit knowledge requires different
dissemination mechanisms, how can knowledge-intensive industries
effectively communicate thought leadership stemming from tacit
knowledge?

Organisational (meso-level)

Industry (macro-level)

leadership can be problematic because some thought leadership knowledge developed
from interaction with clients cannot be divulged for confidentially reasons, potentially
restricting thought leadership possibilities. This raises a second individual tension:
Individual tension 2. How do individuals balance using the thought leadership derived from
client engagement, with the restrictions of client confidentiality and intellectual property?

The original meaning of thought leadership recognised that:
in every community there are outstanding thought leaders. These progressive men and women
set the pace for the entire field and they influence the thoughts and buying habits of their
communities (Stewart, 1947, p. 29).

However, not everyone can be a thought leader because if everyone is challenging the
status quo, there is no status quo to challenge. Yet, a survey of CMOs found that 82% of
clients expected that firms will be thought leaders and produce insightful content
(Manbitesdog, 2014). Respondents noted that this has created a demand among partners
to constantly produce thought leadership content to convince different stakeholders that
they can support their expertise claims. However, while partners are creating more thought
leadership content, it is often not perceived by stakeholders (e.g. clients) as high quality or
relevant to the KBO’s claims around knowledge expertise (Harvey et al., 2017). A partner
from a creative services agency said: “Thought leadership has become commoditised. If
you have to say you are a thought leader you probably aren’t”. Our respondents observed
that this was a difficult task, as reflected in 81% of marketing leaders confessing that their
firm struggles to generate any genuinely new insights or points of view and more than a
third (39%) of CMOs acknowledge that their firm prioritises quantity over quality
(Manbitesdog, 2014). Indeed, many CMOs admit that 62% of their own so-called thought
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leadership is in fact thought followership or the commercialisation of specialisation.
Managing the challenge of having few or many thought leaders leads to our third individual
tension:
Individual tension 3. If thought leadership is supposed to be rare, how can it become common
for individuals to consistently produce?

Organisational-/meso-level tensions
One of the consequences of many individuals in an organisation attempting to produce their
own thought leadership is that it is difficult to manage the overall organisational brand.
Respondents noted that this issue revolves around how much of the thought leadership is at
the individual level of “me” compared to at the organisational level of “we”? Pearce (2004)
argues that it is increasingly difficult for one individual to hold all the knowledge required to
do knowledge work, which is becoming increasingly team-based, particularly when the
work relies on interdependence, creativity and complexity. Team-based knowledge work is
another component of “we” as some, although not all, of the emphasis shifts from vertical
leadership to shared leadership (Cox et al., 2003).
This raises several questions, the first of which is who is the owner of the thought leadership or
to whom are the image and reputational benefits ascribed? How thought leadership affects
and is affected by an organisation’s objectives for image management (what it wants others to
think about the organisation) may be different from its identity (how the organisation
understands itself) and its reputation (how stakeholders actually perceive the organisation)
(Brown et al., 2006), and therefore needs careful consideration. Second, because
organisations usually need clarity around their reputation on the question of what they want to
be known for, or what Lange et al. (2011) describe as “being known for something”, how can
they manage having many people developing new diverse thought leadership perceptions
while maintaining a consistent reputation in the marketplace? If they do not clarify their
distinctive qualities, they can end up promoting many things, resulting in their reputation
becoming blurred and unclear from the communication “confetti”. Indeed, almost half (46%) of
management consultancy CMOs admit that their approach to content has no clear strategy
behind it and 58% of CMOs admit that strategy gets set aside by the need to produce high
volumes of content (Manbitesdog, 2014). A third problem relates to stimulating and promoting
individual thought leaders (“me”) which involves rewarding independent thinking and
developing voice and agency within any organisation, which can threaten existing joint power
and leadership structures (“we”). Nguyen et al.’s (2019) meta-analysis finds that knowledgesharing behaviour is an outcome of both intrinsic and extrinsic motivators, meaning that
individuals need to find that activity rewarding and be incentivised to participate, with the
former having a stronger influence than the latter. This is particularly problematic within
partnerships as this invariably means some individuals rise in prominence. This leads us to ask
our first organisational tension:
Organisational tension 1. How can organisations effectively navigate the tension between
promoting “me” and “we”?

There is an intense pressure to create thought leadership which satisfies our definition and that
generates the right change in thinking to warrant the attention of the media and clients. To
achieve this, two generic approaches can be adopted, namely, buy-in from an external provider
or buy-out a partner’s time to self-produce. Such practices reflect aspects of open innovation
which is another important means of managing knowledge within organisations (Wu and Hu
(2018: 1737). Outside-in approaches rely on the exploration of external sources, whereas insideout approaches entail opening up the innovation process for external sources and exploitation,
and coupled approaches involve some combination of outside-in and inside-out approaches
(Lichtenthaler and Ernst, 2009; Bellantuono et al., 2013). With the self-produce, inside-out model,
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associates and partners of many KBOs are expected to produce the thought leadership largely
by themselves and are incentivised to do this. Certain organisations, such as McKinsey &
Company, where thought leadership is a key performance indicator for associates and
principles, place particular value on this individual activity. With the buy-in approach, firms either
do not believe their associates and partners can produce high-quality thought leadership or they
do not think that the opportunity cost of doing so is worth it. Respondents noted that this can be
particularly attractive for PSFs who are wedded to the billable hours model of operation. Here,
KBOs often commission content providers to come up with original content and research, which
is then branded in-house to help position them as thought leaders. Ashok et al. (2016) find that
organisations who invest in knowledge management for radical change are those who have
higher levels of innovativeness and have a greater appetite to search for new knowledge.
However, the extraction of value from new and unknown sources requires a greater level of
resources (Ashok et al., 2016) as well as a higher appetite for risk. As yet, the approaches
chosen based on cost–benefit analyses are not clear, which leads to our second organisational
tension:
Organisational tension 2. How should organisations decide which and how much thought
leadership to commission and co-brand (buy-in) versus incentivise employees to develop (buyout)?

Despite increased investment in thought leadership, there is major confusion around how it
is measured (Wittlake, 2015), and therefore what the impact of thought leadership is for
organisations. Some of the most popular metrics noted by respondents include the number
of content downloads, media hits, social media engagement, search engine ranking, client
meetings, qualitative feedback, Web traffic, inbound Web links and quality and quantity of
leads, client retention and sales revenue. As one respondent put it, “you can drown in
“measures”, if you don’t know what you are looking for”. There are several trade-offs and
tensions here. First is the sheer volume and cost of things which can be measured,
including the time and cost of analysing them. Second is the question of attribution of any
effect to thought leadership. Attributing an uplift in the metrics above, especially financial
returns, to specific thought leadership of individuals is difficult to determine. Our third
organisational tension is therefore:
Organisational tension 3. How do organisations weigh up which outcomes are worth the time
and cost of measuring, and how can they be attributed to thought leadership activities to
establish a return on investment?

Industry-/macro-level tensions
Related to issues of individuals using client data and confidentiality is a wider macro issue
of knowledge creation. The general concern is that broad scientific progress and visionary
thought leadership will be stymied by client restrictions on data collection, interpretation
and dissemination (Cohen et al., 1998). Evidence from when scientists work with customer
organisations suggests that “researchers and users belong to separate communities with
very different values and ideologies” (Beyer and Trice, 1982, p. 608). Respondents noted
one of many such value conflicts is the social benefit versus profit trade-off when a piece of
thought leadership which is beneficial to the industry, profession or society, means
additional costs for some clients, for example sustainability or climate change practices.
Worries exist that collaborating with practitioners may mean that only narrow, short-term or
commercially profitable projects will be pursued (Murphy and Saal, 1990) or that
managerial interests will be pursued at the expense of considerations for a wider group of
stakeholders such as employees or members of the community (Fagenson-Eland, 1999).
There are, therefore, concerns that knowledge and thought leadership creators can be
subtly (Beyer and Trice, 1982) or not so subtly (e.g. Press and Washburn, 2000) co-opted
by vested interests and incentives that restrict the level of thought leadership which can be
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developed by an industry. Given that customers and clients are highly price-sensitive and
commercially focused, this raises the question of how much of a restriction this places on
thought leadership which might need to have a wider agenda to be meaningful. As Wright
(2019) notes, consultants’ proposed responses to political instability, resource scarcity and
ecological crises involve at most incremental changes to a dominantly neo-liberal vision of
the future. This leads us to identify our first macro-level tension:
Industry tension 1. How do knowledge-based industries navigate longer term knowledge
advancement for wider stakeholder benefit compared to the narrower and short-term interests of
satisfying the immediate needs of customers and clients?

Thought leadership requires organisations to share with the world their expertise and
knowledge by being transparent about their best practices and sharing them with potential
clients. When in the public domain, this can be shared further. This is in line with many
industries that are adopting more open innovation approaches (Chesbrough and Crowther,
2006) to capture external knowledge to enable them to innovate internally so that they can
expand their market reach (West et al., 2014). Some find a positive effect of intellectual
property rights on open innovation processes (Bican et al., 2017), and identify the benefits
of long-term relationships, which thought leadership can help to establish, maintain and
enhance (Wu and Hu, 2018).
Surprisingly, the above literature does not take account of internal knowledge that is shared
externally for the purposes of substantiating or corroborating organisational claims to
customers and clients, or for increasing its reputation among different stakeholders.
Respondents noted that for knowledge-based industries, this is problematic because
perceptions around cutting-edge thinking, which includes thought leadership, have
previously justified charging premium rates. As one respondent suggested: “PSFs are
mistaken in thinking that producing and selling intellectual property is the way to become a
thought leader”. Worse still, the sharing of proprietary ideas, knowledge and know-how,
essentially for free, not only lays bare to some degree the “black box” of organisational
thinking, but also potentially reduces competitive advantage because competitors can
more easily copy and steal intellectual property (Bican et al., 2017). Some have observed
that when unpacked, the work of KBOs such as PSFs is far less knowledge-intensive than
we might expect (Alvesson, 1993; Blackler, 1995). It also allows competitors to see what
they know or do not know, as well as professional and regulatory bodies and potential
clients.
At a firm and industry level, divulging much or any of the knowledge which previously would
have been proprietary information about their knowledge and their clients for raising
revenue appears to create a trade-off between demonstrating your knowledge and giving
away your knowledge. This tension between promoting knowledge transfer inside the firm
and preventing knowledge imitation from outside the firm has been previously recognised
more broadly (Krylova et al., 2016). This highlights the paradoxical experiences for
organisations of protecting and sharing information (Calic et al., 2019) and leads us to our
second industry tension:
Industry tension 2. How can knowledge-intensive industries balance sharing thought leadership
with protecting proprietary knowledge?

Embedded within the second industry tension, there is a further tension related to how to
capture and convey tacit knowledge which is part of know-how. Here, a distinction between
“know-what” and “know-how”, which corresponds broadly with the differences between
explicit and tacit knowledge (Polanyi, 1966), is relevant as tacit knowledge is central to the
production process in KBOs (Faulconbridge, 2006; Marchant and Robinson, 1999).
Externalisation is the process by which tacit knowledge is made explicit and where intuitions
or images are converted into tangible statements, metaphors, analogies, hypotheses or
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models (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995, p. 64). It tries to codify tacit knowledge into
transmittable formal, systematic language expressed in symbols, words and/or numbers,
but this is difficult and a large part of tacit knowledge is naturally lost in the translation and
aggregation process (Lam, 2000, p 495). However, Polanyi’s felicitous phrase “we can
know more than we can tell” (1966, p. 4), which is reflected in Lew Platt, Chairman of
Hewlett-Packard’s comment “If only HP knew what HP knows, we could be three times more
productive!” (Davenport and Prusak, 1998, p. xii), acknowledges that some tacit knowledge
is “imperfectly accessible to conscious thought” (Nelson and Winter, 1982, p. 79). Indeed,
Professionals perceive that their true value to their clients (and their source of power within their
PSF) derives from their unique combination of experiences and intuition. They recognize that this
knowledge is not susceptible to codification (Empson, 2001, p. 814).

Thus, it is not possible for some aspects of tacit knowledge to be codified as it “can only be
produced in practice” (Maskell and Malmberg, 1999, p. 172) “because it defies easy
explanation, it is best learned experientially” (Gertler, 2003, p. 5). Because the production of
tacit knowledge occurs simultaneously with the act of transmission, primarily through the
mechanism of user–producer interaction (Lundvall, 1988; Gertler, 1995), it is difficult to
disseminate or share more widely and therefore be part of thought leadership. This raises
the tension of how existing thought leadership capture and communication mechanisms
such as newsletters, books, e-mails and social media posts are being used to convey tacit
knowledge, and leads to our third industry tension:
Industry tension 3. Because tacit knowledge requires different dissemination mechanisms, how
can knowledge-intensive industries effectively communicate thought leadership stemming from
tacit knowledge?

Discussion and research agenda
Managerial implications and areas for further research
While we have introduced, defined and explored various tensions related to thought
leadership, these provide several managerial implications as well as opportunities for future
research which include how to resolve the tensions identified and the micro, meso and
macro levels of producing thought leadership. In this section, we provide some insight into
ways to manage the tensions identified as well as research directions in these areas to
stimulate thinking and action on thought leadership by practitioners and academics.
Some argue that organisations are progressively more dependent on managing paradox
(Ivory and Brooks, 2018). As a result, how these are managed becomes a potential area for
competitive advantage. Here a paradox or tension lens helps to contribute to a process of
action described as “working through” paradox (Luscher and Lewis, 2008). Rather than the
contradiction being “traded-off”, it might remain central to the approach and therefore
central to the response (Smith and Lewis, 2011) and needed to be lived with, which requires
“both/and” alternatives that foster novel and creative solutions (Lewis et al., 2014). We use
these alternatives to illustrate how KBOs might approach the tensions we have identified
and call for further research into these approaches.
One general approach to managing tensions is to identify both/and solutions that leverage
synergies and distinctions of the opposing elements. For example, Individual tension 3 (see
Table 3) is a paradox and the both/and solution might be to look at different levels of
analysis we have proposed. This would involve viewing thought leadership that changes
industries as being rare and consistent with normative understandings of true thought
leadership, whereas thought leadership which changes an individual’s behaviour is more
common, but might not be considered true thought leadership. For Industry tension 1, the
pragmatic approach of the industry needing to live with the paradox between developing
thought leadership for short-term interests of immediate customer and client needs versus
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navigating longer term knowledge advancement for wider stakeholder benefit, would
perhaps be most helpful. For Industry tension 3, a both/and solution to the paradox of tacit
knowledge is only demonstrable when working on a client problem is a possibility. For
example, some clients might allow for non-competing firms to view this form of working
(perhaps at a price), or some clients could be given a taster session at a discounted price
of the tacit knowledge applied by consultants of KBOs.
Another strategy for tackling tensions is to use trade-offs which exist between competing
choices where no clear preference exists when the advantages and disadvantages of each
are weighed up. Here the resolution is to maximise the advantages and limit the
disadvantages with the understanding that opting for one choice impacts the benefits of the
other. For example, for Organisational tension 2, the pros of buying-in thought leadership
externally versus developing it in-house need to be considered. Further research is required
into which model, buy-in or buy-out thought leadership, is more effective for different types of
initiatives. In particular, the self-produced model carries greater authenticity but has
implications which are greater than incentivisation. This requires the recruitment, selection and
development of a different type of associate or partner, and therefore research into what types
of organisational conditions are required to make both types of process work best is needed.
For Organisational tension 3, KBOs need to trade off the time and cost of measuring thought
leadership outcomes, with the benefits of knowing what the financial or reputational return has
been. Research is needed into what reach, engagement and conversion metrics pass the
cost–benefit test. Reach could be measured through Web traffic, search engine ranking,
content views and downloads and media coverage. Engagement could be measured by time
spent on thought leadership content, requests for additional information, direct and indirect
qualitative feedback, number of events and participants and new institutional relationships.
Conversion should have some measure of meaningful relationships with stakeholders,
including e-mail sign-ups, number of client meetings, number of leads and mandates and
revenue. In addition, outcomes from our table of definitions suggest that any measures of
thought leadership effectiveness and return on investment need to consider outcomes such as
growth, commercial results, reputation and relationship building, confidence, brand
awareness, visibility, new prospects, differentiation, positioning and influence, eminence,
market leadership, authority and problem-solving.
Compromise is the final tension resolution strategy and requires further attention. This includes
the contradictory elements being resolved through an integration of different options and finding
common ground. A candidate for adopting this strategy includes Organisational tension 1 which
might necessitate a compromise to allow “me” messages which fit with the “we” message image
of the firm. For Individual tension 2, compromise is needed between the amount of confidential
client data used versus data that is released to create thought leadership. Similarly, for Industry
tension 2, a blended option balancing some sharing of thought leadership which protects
proprietary knowledge for the industry might be achieved. One partial compromise solution to
Industry tension 2 is to consider what type of knowledge can be recognised, captured and
communicated as thought leadership. As tacit knowledge is personal, context-specific
knowledge, which includes cognitive patterning (mental models and schemata), technical
knowledge (concrete, skill-related knowhow) and subjective insights (hunches), is difficult to
formalise and communicate as thought leadership. Thought leadership is largely viewed in print
or visible form as codified knowledge and may reflect only a small fraction of the total knowledge
organisations produce. This would be a fruitful avenue for further research. Indeed, more
research is needed to understand the processes of capturing and conveying tacit knowledge as
part of thought leadership and to explore appropriate ways of conveying them to audiences.

Levels of practical thought leadership
Applying a knowledge-based perspective on thought leadership helps to distinguish
between thought leadership, which is knowledge content that is original, valuable and
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actionable for stakeholders, and thought leaders, who are the actors (people, teams and
organisations) that lead, manage and create the ideas and content at the organisational or
industry level. This highlights how thought leadership is not only relevant at the industry as
well as at the organisational and individual levels of analysis, but it can also change
depending on these different levels, leading to other tensions, paradoxes and conceptual
delineations. First, there are examples where this framework has been used effectively to
shed light on communication issues and organisational theory (Kuhn, 2012; van Wijk et al.,
2019). Second and specifically in our context, because PSFs are frequently structured as
partnerships, the relevance of the individual nature of thought leadership versus the more
common analysis level of the organisation is important. Like other work on organisational
paradoxes (Hahn et al., 2015), we analyse thought leadership tensions and paradoxes at
three different levels: industry, organisational and individual, which warrants a multiple level
of analysis. Third, conceptually, some of the tensions identified clearly belong to one level of
analysis only and this presents a coherent way to categorise them. For example, in
Individual tension 2, the issue of how do individuals balance using the thought leadership
derived from client engagement, with the restrictions of client confidentiality and intellectual
property, is clearly an individual trade-off and much less applicable to other levels of
analysis because in PSFs, governance is focused on the individual through professional
bodies, rather than the organisation. In addition, for Organisational tension 1, with how
organisations can effectively navigate the tension between promoting “me” and “we”, this
tension is mainly a concern for organisations, and is less relevant for the industry or an
individual. Fourth, from the data, we provide in Figure 2, there are clearly empirical
examples of thought leadership at all three levels which have very disparate questions and
marketing issues surrounding them. As a result, this framework provides a clear analysis
tool to help separate out different issues.
The three-level framework is effective given the breadth of thought leadership and can be
illustrated by several pertinent examples. At the macro or industry level (e.g. the PWC
Global CEO survey, KPMG’s cost boomerang report or EY’s ITEMost Club), thought
leadership is arguably a broader commitment than lead generation, with an effort to benefit
an industry as a whole and not just one’s own organisation (McKeon, 2009). Second, at the
meso/organisational level, it can be about the culture of an organisation (e.g. Netflix CEO
Reed Hastings published a 126-page slide deck outlining how he hires, fires and rewards
employees). Here, thought leadership is about the creation and dissemination of ideas that
tend to result in advantages for organisations (Young, 2013). Third, at the micro/individual
level, thought leadership can help people in their work or thinking (e.g. Grant Thornton’s
work on clear tax planning or KWM’s Dial into China). Here, individuals become informed
opinion leaders and the “go-to” people in their field of expertise. They are trusted sources
who move and inspire people with innovative ideas, turn ideas into reality and know and
show how to replicate their success (Brosseau, 2013). These examples provide insights
and the confidence to analyse thought leadership within KBOs through these three levels of
analysis.
An additional implication and avenue for further research comes from looking at the
differences in how thought leadership is executed at the three levels of analysis. Different
levels of thought leadership can help to identify a set of executional characteristics when
considering thought leadership. These include the degree of originality of the thought
leadership, the reach or number of people it could impact, the nature of the audience, the
quantity/quality trade-off in terms of how much versus how substantive the thought
leadership is, the frequency of release, the communication medium most likely to be used
and the marketing objective considered. Using these, we were able to make a prima facie
case for how they might vary between the three levels of analysis which may be helpful for
organising how thought leadership is managed (see Figure 2). Of particular interest is the
characteristic of originality. Den Hertog (2000) suggests four dimensions of novelty or new
knowledge for knowledge-intensive firms, namely, service concept, client interface, service
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Figure 2

Three levels where thought leadership operates

Industry
(Macro-level)

Organisation
(Meso-level)

Individual
(Micro-level)

• Significance: high generalisability, disruption, new to everyone.
• Reach: long-term impact.
• Audience: industry associations, other organisations, regulators, international,
industry stakeholders, clients and prospective clients, media.
• Quantity/quality trade-off: emphasis on the quality of thinking.
• Frequency: yearly per major business unit or intellectual area.
• Communication medium: impersonal e.g. book, PR, targeted/semantic
advertising, social media and media; and personal: events, e-mail marketing.
• Marketing objective: reputation enhancement, CSR, brand awareness, speaker
engagements, advisory positions.
• Examples: the PWC Global CEO survey, KPMG’s cost boomerang report, or EY
ITEMost Club, Baker McKenzie's Connected Compliance reports and compliance
integration diagnostic tool.
• Significance: medium generalisablity, disruption, new to some stakeholders.
• Reach: medium-term impact, audiences, segments of client firms interested in the
issue.
• Quantity/quality trade-off: trade-of between quantity and quality of thinking.
• Frequency: monthly.
• Communication medium: impersonal e.g. targeted/semantic advertising, social
media and media; and personal: events, e-mail marketing.
• Marketing objective: reputation enhancement, brand awareness, new product and
service ideas, client engagement/lead generation.
• Examples: Clifford Chances’ briefing on Britain and the EU, Linklaters report on
AIM Africa.

• Significance: low generalisability, disruption, new to a few individuals.
• Reach: short-term impact, audience, an individual's client and potential client list
via individual to individual contacts.
• Quantity/quality trade-off: focused more quantity of thought leadership.
• Frequency: weekly and as appropriate.
• Communication medium: emails, LinkedIn, Twitter, blogging platforms, other
social media, written articles, videos, comments personalised to the individual.
• Marketing objective: relationship enhancement, client dialogue, new business,
client loyalty.
• Examples: Grant Thornton’s work on clear tax planning or KWM’s Dial into
China.

delivery system and technology, and many service innovations involve some combination of
these four dimensions (Miles, 2008). However, further research is needed into what
constitutes originality. From a practical viewpoint, the different levels of analysis help us to
separate out how thought leadership might be executed at these different levels. Further
practitioner work could help to validate existing and identify additional characteristics.

Theoretical insights for further research in knowledge management
Having explored some tensions and paradoxes in creating thought leadership, in this
section, we identify multi-disciplinary areas of literature and theories that could be
foundational for extending the thought leadership research agenda within the field of
knowledge management. In doing so, we form several propositions that derive from them at
the individual/micro level, the organisational/meso level and the industry/macro level. Our
aim is to bring a richer perspective to knowledge management through emphasising how
tensions are implicated in knowledge management through thought leadership.
In separating out the tensions at different levels, we must be careful not to imply that the
tension exclusively pertains to only one level of analysis and does not involve other levels in
any resolution. For example, for Individual tension 1 about how individuals balance the risk
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of thought leadership with the safety of thought followership so they do not damage their
reputation among salient stakeholders, this could also be a strategic decision for the
organisation as well as an individual issue. For Organisational tension 2 concerning how
organisations decide which and how much thought leadership to commission and co-brand
(buy-in) versus incentivise employees to develop (buy-out), this could also require the
cooperation and input of individuals as they are involved in this decision. For Industry
tension 2 which questions how knowledge-intensive firms balance sharing thought
leadership with protecting proprietary knowledge, this issue is of concern to firms as well as
sometimes individuals who have developed proprietary knowledge and use this to gain a
competitive advantage.
Between our micro, meso and macro levels of analysis, general research questions arise
regarding how thought leadership interacts at different levels of knowledge management,
and whether a top-down, bottom-up or hybrid approach is more effective for legitimising
thought leadership among multiple stakeholders in different contexts. While Bican et al.
(2017) highlight various levels where open innovation may occur in knowledge management
(firm, project and individual), it is not only the individual, team and organisational level that is
important, but also what kinds of activities are occurring across sectors and industries. As
an example, one issue which transcends all three levels is who decides what is thought
leadership? There are a range of salient stakeholders who influence this decision, both
within and outside of the firm, especially macro-level intermediaries and third parties such
as endorsing bodies, professional bodies, respected media outlets and universities.
Referring back to our definition of thought leadership as: “Knowledge from a trusted,
eminent and authoritative source that is actionable and provides valuable solutions for
stakeholders”, influencers could be involved in deciding this a priori, or the decision could
be made post hoc when information on how actionable it was and what value it created is
known. An important corollary consideration is to understand what and how thought
leadership is valuable for different groups for the sake of knowledge management. This
would help to inform the different pathways through which thought leadership can be
communicated and consumed.

Leadership literature implications
Because thought leadership includes the term leadership, this raises the possibility that
theories of leadership can help to inform how thought leadership influences the thinking and
behaviours of different stakeholders from a tension-based perspective (McCrimmon, 2005).
Bertoldi et al. (2018), for example, highlight the importance of the knowledge-oriented leader
who needs to keep pace with external changes so that new knowledge can be acquired from
the external environment. Leadership as a concept may help to better understand the
processes and outcomes of thought leadership because it is a process of social influence that
shapes thinking, behaviours and relationships (Bolden et al., 2011, p. 39).
While theories of leadership have emphasised the importance of relationships, for
example leader-member exchange theory (Graen and Uhl-Bien, 1995), relational
leadership (Uhl-Bien, 2006; Cunliffe and Eriksen, 2011), shared leadership (Pearce,
2004) and interactions between leaders and followers (see also Kellerman, 2008, on
followership), this body of work could also inform how thought leadership fosters
knowledge exchange and relationship management which were identified as key
themes in our analysis of definitions. An important extension of this literature is
understanding how different types of thought leadership impact on the nature of
relationships between leaders and followers and allow for tensions to be held in
balance. Ashok et al. (2016) find that continuous communication channels and
knowledge exchange enhance the value of co-creation between service providers and
their clients. How leaders engage with thought leadership is a further means of forming
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and consolidating relationships with their stakeholders, particularly
empowering people to champion new ideas (McCrimmon, 2005).

through

Additionally, because effective leadership can provide organisations with the right climate to
stimulate knowledge sharing and foster product and process innovation (Le and Lei, 2019),
the same could apply to how thought leadership is deployed and impacts on the thinking and
behaviours of different stakeholders. However, there are many theories of leadership,
including transactional and transformational (Bass and Avolio, 1994; see also Le and Lei, 2019
in relation to knowledge sharing and innovation traits), trait approaches (Carlyle, 1966),
authentic (Avolio and Gardner, 2005) and responsible leadership (Maak and Pless, 2006).
Some argue thought leadership must be cultivated as a form of distributed leadership in any
organisation (McCrimmon, 2005), but that it is very different from “shared leadership” or
“leaderful” behaviour, both of which are based on the usual mixture of management and
leadership ideas whereby the person in charge of a group, formally or otherwise, initiates new
strategic directions and manages their implementation (McCrimmon, 2005). This helps to
highlight how different levels of analysis might require different leadership theories to be
adapted with respect to inside the organisation (micro and meso) where control and
management is high, and with respect to outside the organisation (macro) where control and
management is low.
Further research applying these leadership theoretical lenses to thought leadership would
be fruitful for understanding how leaders can influence behaviour through the medium of
thought leadership. Most theories show the importance of leaders engaging with a wide
range of stakeholders over time, which necessitates creating and maintaining social capital,
particularly through disseminating digital content through social media (Barry and Gironda,
2019) where authors are ascribed authority within their social networks (Maak, 2007).
Thought leadership is another medium for leaders and organisations to show their value to
their stakeholders, which influences behaviour even if is it not always sharply determined
and pre-defined. Hence, we propose:
Theoretical proposition 1. The effectiveness of leaders is enhanced when they demonstrate
thought leadership.

Personal and organisational risk reduction
Because of the complexity of KBOs such as PSFs and the intangible and co-produced
nature of outputs, this creates uncertainty for clients (Alvesson, 1993; Glückler and
Armbrüster, 2003). To reduce this risk, clients engage in many different behaviours from
shared decision-making to pilot projects. Indeed, work using a risk framework in PSFs
suggests risk-reducing concepts such as clarifying, simplifying and risk-sharing are helpful
(Mitchell et al., 2003). These risk-reducing strategies can be deployed at an organisational
level, for example, being the most well-known firm, as well as by individual practitioners, for
example, demonstrating the prior experience of the professional. Using a risk framework,
being recognised as a leading thinker whose thoughts have been externally validated,
particularly by reputable stakeholders, can potentially act to reduce client risk around the
successful outcome of projects. Clients associate thought leadership with greater
experience and expertise as well as with innovative solutions and delivery of assumptionbreaking novel project outcomes (Heath et al., 2013). In addition, appointing recognised
thought leaders can act as a political risk reducer, should the project not live up to
expectations as clients can say that they appointed the best service provider in the field.
This relates to von Nordenflycht’s (2010) argument that clients rely on reputation and social
proof as substitutes for measurable results when making procurement decisions. Therefore,
one theoretical perspective is that thought leadership, either by individuals or at the
organisational level, can act to reduce the risk for the client of achieving the results they
desire (Mitchell, 1995; Mitchell, 2003) because it provides reassurance around expertise
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which can be difficult to judge in KBOs. This leads us to ask what role thought leadership
plays in affecting risk perception and risk reduction activities and propose that:
Theoretical proposition 2. Organisations who produce high-quality thought leadership are
perceived by clients as less risky service providers.

Personal or organisational quality signalling
One factor which exacerbates risk is that KBOs such as PSFs and their clients have a highly
asymmetrical information relationship because many jobs are bespoke and therefore
unique. In addition, client confidentiality often prevents other clients from seeing previous
work, meaning the outcomes are uncertain as they depend on multiple parties and often
involve the input of clients themselves through the co-production of knowledge (Brivot,
2011). Spence (1973) proposes that two parties could get around the problem of
asymmetric information by having one party send a signal that would reveal some piece of
relevant information to the other party. In other words, signals are a way for organisations to
reduce information asymmetries and uncertainty for different groups (Bergh et al., 2010). At
an individual level too, Blumer’s (1969) signalling theory suggests the meaning of things
determine how people act towards them and meaning arises out of the social interaction
that one has with others and society (i.e. what an individual or firm does with the thought
leadership), which modifies the meaning through an interpretative process.
In a context of decision uncertainty and information asymmetries, the quality of thought
leadership is an important signal that can influence client perceptions of the likely quality of
service they will receive from providers. However, what is unclear is what characteristics of
thought leadership act as signals of quality. This is important because perceived quality is a
known building block of reputation (Ridova et al., 2005; Lange et al., 2011) so if
organisations can signal quality through thought leadership to different stakeholders, which
may include intermediaries (Feller et al., 2009), then this is likely to have positive effects on
their reputations. This would be a fruitful avenue for research and leads us to propose:
Theoretical proposition 3. The greater the quality signals of thought leadership, the higher its
perceived value among clients.

Managing social relationships
Finally, thought leadership is disseminated through relationships between organisations as
well as individuals and their stakeholders, and the knowledge and resources transferred
through these networks (human and social capital). This poses potential links to social
network theory which refers to the social contacts between different individuals or
organisations, and social capital theory which refers to the resources which are embedded
in and exchanged through these networks (Putnam, 2000; Lin et al., 2001). Here, the
industry level is also important because sector, professional and regulatory events are
important ways that new knowledge is shared and legitimised through social networks
beyond the immediate networks of individuals and organisations. Network theorists refer to
the importance of novel information being transferred through weak ties, which is the
predominant type for thought leadership, because such ties, like acquaintances, tend to
have access to different information than strong ties such as colleagues and friends
(Granovetter, 1995; Lin, 2001). That said, thought leadership is a potentially important entry
route to initiate relationships with new groups (weak ties) and a key medium for maintaining
and enhancing relationships with groups who they already hold relationships (strong ties).
For example, institutional theorists refer to professionals having the “social skills” to motivate
others to cooperate in a change process (Fligstein, 2001). But how these social skills help to
explain thought leadership effects and translate them into “social proofs” (von Nordenflycht,
2010) is unknown. Network theory could help in mapping how thought leadership material is
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spread through networks at a micro, meso or macro level and how such content gathers
legitimacy in doing so as well as the role of thought leadership in effectively building,
maintaining and enhancing social relationships within these networks. Hence, we expect
that:
Theoretical proposition 4. Social network theories help to explain how thought leaders attract,
retain and enhance relationships with different groups.
Theoretical proposition 5. Industries with better social networks result in greater impacts of
thought leadership.

Conclusions
If handled well, thought leadership can be a major source of reputation advantage for
individuals, teams and organisations through signalling knowledge distinctiveness
compared to their peer set and competitors. However, given the tensions identified and the
difficulties of measuring the effectiveness of thought leadership compared to other ways to
measure reputation (Sarstedt et al., 2013; Ravasi et al., 2018; Pollock et al., 2019), it is
timely to consider how we might better theorise how thought leadership is generated,
projected, interpreted, measured and legitimised.
In answer to our first ambition to revisit what is thought leadership, we enhance current
understandings by defining it as follows: “Knowledge from a trusted, eminent and
authoritative source that is actionable and provides valuable solutions for stakeholders”.
From this perspective, much of what is produced as thought leadership does not pass the
“valuable solutions” test. Hence, it is not surprising that some scholars and practitioners
consider it as yet another management fad (Hall, 2019; Kellaway, 2007; Spicer, 2017).
Moreover, by analysing definitions using an inputs, processes, outcomes and outputs
framework, we demonstrate to other knowledge management scholars the value of this
approach when faced with other areas of conceptual confusion.
Our second contribution reveals the hitherto hidden challenges for why so much
thought leadership might not pass the valuable solutions test because of the tensions
and paradoxes involved in creating, developing, sharing and promoting thought
leadership. We identify nine tensions at a micro, meso and macro levels that
individuals, teams and organisations may need to navigate when developing a
thought leadership strategy (see Table 3).
For our third question, we focus on the implications of our tensions, and build on the work of
Andriopoulos and Lewis (2009) to explore how these tensions can be managed through
living with the paradox, trading-off options and finding compromising solutions. In addition
to further exploration into these areas, we advocate for more research into the several
theoretical propositions we propose for how and why thought leadership might work,
including through leadership, reducing risk, signalling quality and managing social
networks. In outlining our five theoretical propositions, we recognise that we cover some
well-established fields of academic enquiry which may be considered a limitation because
of its breadth, but this was a deliberate choice to avoid narrowing our theoretical frame of
reference because we feel that thought leadership cuts across multiple disciplinary and
theoretical boundaries. Further research is needed to test the usefulness of managing these
tensions and our theoretical propositions.
Although we have uncovered much, there are general questions about our tensions that
remain for further research, including, whether these tensions identified are all equally
important, which tensions need to be addressed first and whether others can be identified.
Further research might consider the role of firm size, the knowledge services provided, the
degree of competitive secrecy of knowledge and the relative degree of competition
because factors might change the relative importance of tensions and/or be sources of new
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tensions. We have sought to encourage scholars and practitioners to explore how thought
leadership, which is a well-known but poorly understood phenomenon, can be more
effectively theorised and applied in different contexts. We hope that our broad and inclusive
approach will inspire both cross-disciplinary and academic–practitioner collaborations to
the field of thought leadership.

Limitations
Finally, we note the limitations of our work, including sample, topic and theoretical
limitations. Clearly, there may be slightly different tensions if the sample of firms was
widened to include consultancies such as product design, engineering services,
human resource, IT, marketing and sales. Therefore, we cannot generalise to these
types of organisations. We interviewed a small number of elite participants who had a
unique insight into thought leadership. However, while the limited number of
exploratory interviews, supplemented by secondary data, has provided important
insights, the sources and methods of data limits our theorisation to wider contexts.
Clearly, more in-depth interviews at multiple levels within the organisation together with
surveys and document analysis that reach wider groups could lead to more refined or
new tensions. Finally, while we have sought to draw on some relevant theoretical
perspectives as a way to stimulate researchers in this area, this is not an exhaustive
review of relevant theories or frameworks. Hence, we hope that these limitations
present opportunities for scholars to further enhance our understanding and
application of thought leadership within knowledge-intensive firms.
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